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Letters to the Editor

Editor: The Tech.
Dear Sir:

It is my contention that Mr. C. B. Johnson, the President of the University, should realize that the refusal to a group of the students to admit a Negro to an organization could be justified merely on the grounds of discrimination and intolerance as synonymous. This is, of course, his privilege, but to me it seems that the refusal to a group of the students to admit a Negro to a fraternity is a much greater example of intolerance than almost any discriminatory clause could be. Mr. Johnson seems to regard discrimination and intolerance as synonymous. This is, of course, his privilege, but to me it seems that the refusal to a group of the students to admit a Negro to a fraternity is a much greater example of intolerance than almost any discriminatory clause could be.

The United States fears and disapproves of such an example. The United States is the voice of freedom. Would Mr. Johnson have more and more closely in fields of ties in question the administration of the university? I have this objection because I cannot accept as justified the refusal to a group of the students to admit a Negro to a fraternity. I have felt that those characteristics of our democratic institutions among our democratic beliefs and institu-
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Sports written, particularly those who have both playing and writing experience in one or more sports, are needed.

New Promotions Scheduled
Promotions on the team are made twice yearly, at the end of the spring term and at the close of the fall term. Rooming assignment of new managing and junior board members has resulted in the creation of several vacancies in lower executive positions; those positions will be filled at the end of this term, at least partially from men recruited at this forthcoming meeting.

In the words of General Manager Alexander H. Rumble, "Work on THE TECH is an interesting and profitable experience, yielding not only immediate satisfaction, but also a member a long-term debt of experience and assurance which cannot be obtained in any other way."

Making your Selection of ARROW SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, TIES AND HANDKERCHIEFS

Make your selection from the largest and finest assortment of Arrow shirts, Arrow underwear, Arrow ties and Arrow handkerchiefs in the United States. Arrow is the world's largest producer of shirts, underwear, ties and handkerchiefs.

Atlantic's favorite sports shirt—with the sentimental Arrowfold collar that is as open or closed—Arrow becomes you through its style and comfort!

A fellow sure gets around in an ARROW CAGANARO!

"We always get the carriage trade. It's the extra dash of Angostura in our drinks!"

AROMATIC BITTERS
MAKES BETTER DRINKS

R.S. This great flavoring is a dash or two of Angostura to bring out the flavor in your drinks. It is refreshing in a toast. Try it in your next cocktail.

Monday, February 18, 1952
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funds had been slowly used on a "yearly basis. Many individuals, corpora-
tion and foundations donated g-

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1952

Washington's Birthday. Holiday.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23

Excollegiate Associates Annual Session of the Intercollegiate Track Meet, Varsity and Freshman. Madison Square Garden, N. Y., 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25

Chemistry Department. Physical Chemistry Seminar: "The Rotational-Vibrational Spectra and Structure of the Alcohol Molecule." Professor Richard C. Lord. Room 6-128, 2:00 and 3:00 p.m.

Bible Fellowship. Film: "Homes Unillumined." Room 7-347, 5:15 p.m.

Freshman Guidance Talks. Course XIV and XIV. Room 2-150, 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Varsity Hockey Team. Game with Boston College. Boston Garden, 7:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26


Lecture Series Committee. Subject: "Architecture in the Century of Science." Mr. Walter Gregus, architect. Room 10-500, 5:00 p.m.

Havard Library Film Program. "Frozen Freshness," and "Filleting & Packaging Fish," Room 14-603, 5:15 p.m.


SAINTS

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1952

Saturday, February 19, 1952

Make your selection from the largest and finest assortment of Arrow shirts, Arrow underwear, Arrow ties and Arrow handkerchiefs in the United States. Arrow is the world's largest producer of shirts, underwear, ties and handkerchiefs.

Atlantic's favorite sports shirt—with the sentimental Arrowfold collar that is as open or closed—Arrow becomes you through its style and comfort!

A fellow sure gets around in an ARROW CAGANARO!

"We always get the carriage trade. It's the extra dash of Angostura in our drinks!"

AROMATIC BITTERS
MAKES BETTER DRINKS

R.S. This great flavoring is a dash or two of Angostura to bring out the flavor in your drinks. It is refreshing in a toast. Try it in your next cocktail.

Monday, February 18, 1952
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